
SUMMER VACATION HOMEWORK. 

CLASS: II (Diamond, Pearls, Sapphires)       Subject: English 
 

Q1: Underline the nouns in following sentences. 

1. The rose is a beautiful flower. 

2. The boy made a sandwich and put it on the plate. 

3. The sun shone brightly. 

4. We can see the moon and stars at the night. 

5. She ate a pizza and drank a glass of milk. 

6. The monkey is hanging from the branch by its tail. 

7. Children like to watch cartoon on the television. 

Q2. Pick out the common nouns from the following sentences and write them in the 

blanks.  

1. I have a box of sweets.                               __________    __________ 

2. This room is full of books.                          __________    __________ 

3. A little girl is playing piano.                       __________     __________ 

4. Rabbits live in burrows.                             __________    __________ 

5.  The bird flew to its nest.                          __________    __________ 

6. They rowed the boat across the lake.    ___________    _________ 

7. The blue kite with the long tail is mine.  __________    __________ 

8.I have rice for lunch.                                    ___________   __________ 

9.A dentist looks after our teeth.                ___________    __________ 

Chapter 1: My Pets 

Q1: Write rhyming words with given words. 

         See         ____________________                        _________________ 

         Crow       ____________________                       _________________ 

         Shake     ____________________                        _________________ 

        Cheese     ____________________                       _________________ 



Q2: Answer these questions. 

1. Who was on the kitchen table when the girl woke up? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. What was the colour of the Baboon? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

3. What was the cat spooning out? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

4. Who was in the closet? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

5. Where was the mouse in the girl’s dream? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 Q3: Make as many words as you can with Rhinoceros. 

_______________         _______________         ________________ 

_______________         ______________        _______________ 

Q4: Change last letter f into v and then add es to make plurals. 

             SINGULAR                PLURAL 

                   Thief  

                    Calf  

                   Loaf  

                   Wolf  

                   Elf  

Q4: Add es and make these words plurals. 

 

 

 

 

 

                 SINGULAR                           PLURAL 

               Cage  

               Fox  

              Bunch  

              Glass  

               Page  



2.  Chapter:My Trees Have No Leaves 

Q1: Who in the story: 

1. Sees the leaves falling :                   _________________ 

2. Calls sherry:                                       _________________ 

3. Picks up rake:                                    _________________  

4. Brings the basket :                           _________________   

5. Brings the gloves:                             _________________ 

Q2: Complete sentence to answer the question. 

1. What does the mother ask the children to do? 

    Mother asks the children to _______________________________________  

2. What does sherry do on the heap of leaves? 

   Sherry_________________________________________________________ 

3. Where does their mother throw the dry leaves? 

   The mother throws _______________________________________________ 

4. Why should we not burn the dry leaves? 

    We should burn dry leaves because _________________________________ 

Q3: Find a describing word for each of the naming word below: 

1.______________ Alishba 6. __________________ spring 

2.______________ wind 7.__________________ rake 

3.______________ leaves 8. _________________movies 

 

4.______________ trees 9. ________________ basket 

5.______________autumn 10.________________ gloves 

 

Q4:Put a or an  in the blanks: 

1. I have _________ beautiful hat. 

2. He is __________ officer. 

3. That is _________ beautiful garden. 

4. I am buying ____________ orange. 

5. There is _________ owl sitting in the tree. 



word list for dictation(memorise them) 

Mirror Pleasant Manure Witty Intelligent 

Funny Crush Servant Quickly Impress 

Kitchen Heap Stroll Guard Majesty 

swan Inside Master Dehli Whipped 

Polar Garden Alert Hurrah Hundred 

Bear Monsoon Shining Listen Order 

Purple Summer Belong Really Surprise 

Strange Autumn Goodbye Motorbus Prize 

Necked Spring Dinner Traffic Brought 

Monkey Winter Rather Safety Request 

 


